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lion p. a, is the amplitude of the vibration. Then 

• '~ - ~ ~ exp[ -i(k-k'+q)·I]a.,p ~ 2. ,,,·![JS]. 
• 1 I' 

(23) 
sum over I yields the condition 

- "+q=K, a reciprocal lattice vector, or=O, (24) 

a value N, the number of ions. Since k and k' are 
. ed and we have restricted II to the first Brillouin 
I q is specified and the sum over • reduces to a 
e term. a. is obtained from the matrix element for 

,..onon annihilation or creation operator and is given 

annihilation 

(25) 

creation, 

*re M is the mass of the ion and W • • P the angular 
t.quency of the phonon q,21 

II"" the equilibrium number of phonons is given by t" factor; 
1 

ii. ,,,= . 
exp(Aw. ,p/ kT)-l 

(26) 

In the high temperature limit -Aw/ kT«l and aM 
IIecomes 

[ 
h kT]l B1 

a",,= 2NMw"p Aw. ,,, = Nw.,,,· (27) 

The constants have been lumped into B; the 1/." 
caDCels the N from the sum in Eq. (23). 

Then by substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (23) for U u' 

aIId dropping the sum over p with the understanding 
*t we will consider the polarization that gives the 
luJest contribution to U k,k' we obtain 

B [(IS}(9)](2. , ,,·~)2 
P",.(9) (28) 

4r2k I to.E I.' w. ,,,2 

When all the constants are included in D and Eq. (28) 
IUbstituted into Eq. (16) we obtain 

.!..--Df" ~fb d8 
) 0 0 

(l-cos6) I sinal [{IS} (9)](2",,'!) 
x------------------------ (29) 

We can now consider the !IOUrces of anisotropy in 
). The density of states factor is, strictly speaking, 

pic since a spherical constant energy surface was 
med in obtaining Eq. (15 ). If Eq. (15) is still 

ed valid for a warped Fermi surface, then 

J. M. Ziman, Electrons and Pillmoru (Oxford University 
New York, 1960), p. 181. 

TABLE V. Velocity of sound in potassium, Numerical values 
are for potassium in units of dynes/cm'X1Q-lt . 

Valueo aI ~"I" 
DIrection 01 Diroction 01 propqation 
polarization 100 11 0 111 

Trantve:rae 'u -2.6 c., -2.6 
[OOIJ 

[IIOJ 
Cll-Cli 

-----0 .• 1 
1 

'"-CII+£« 
------1.15 

3 

1/ I to.E I,,' acts as a weighting factor in Eq. (29). The 
variation of this factor with direction can be estimated 
using Eq. (5); for a warping typical of the alkali metals, 
A 1= -0.02, B=BI= -0,09, the value of the density 
of states factor varies by about ±20% from its average 
value, This is a relatively weak weighting factor, com
pared with the effect of w.,,,!. 

We now write 
(30) 

and chose for Cq , ,, the velocity of sound in the elastic 
limit (small q). 

Although this is incorrect for large q, we are only 
l'oncerned with indicating the relative importance of 
the longitudinal and transverse branches of the phonon 
spectrum and of the different directions of the same 
branch. In Table V, we list expressions for the velocity 
of sound squared times the density for the three prin
cipal directions22 and evaluate these expressions using 
t he published values of the elastic constants for po
lassium.2I The table indicates how bad the assumption 
of an elastically isotropic solid, usually made in com
puting T, is for the alkali metals. Since cq ,p! is sub
!'tantially larger for the longitudinal" modes than for 
1 he transverse ones the contribution of the transverse 
phonons to the integral Eq. (29) is weighted more 
!'t rongly than that of the longitudinal ones. Likewise 
certain transitions, namely those using [110J phonons 
polarized 110 will be weighted much more strongly than 
others. The anisotropy in the sound velocity is averaged 
in Eq. (29), since transitions from a given initial state 
k 10 those states for which the transition probability is 
large involve many different phonon directions. Since 
the angular terms in the integral Eq. (29) weight 
certain values of the scattering angle, 8, heavily and 
!lince the phonon direction for fixed 8 depends on the 
initial state k we do not expect averaging to be com
plete, although we expect the anisotropy of T(k) to be 
con!liderably less than that of c.,,,!. 

Another source of anisotropy is the term 1/ q2 in 
Eq. (29). For a normal (N) process, in which K=O, 
q d~d!' only on the angle 9 between k and k' ; how-
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D. tumbull (Academic Press, Inc., New York, 1956), p. 267. 
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